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If you are lucky enough to have pieces of antique furniture in your home they are likely to be either
precious family heirlooms or items which cost you a lot of money in an antique store. Whichever
category your antiques fall into, you will want to make sure you are doing your best to protect them
and keep them looking beautiful for as long as possible.

There are lots of environmental factors that pieces of antique wooden furniture hate; sunlight can
cause the colours to fade in wood while heat can end up warping delicate wooden legs and can
even melt some of the old-style used to stick old furniture together. Of course you want to place
your pride and joy where it looks best and where visitors can appreciate it, but you need to consider
if the piece is going to be affected by heat or light and protect it accordingly.

If you live in a humid area you might want to invest in a dehumidifier for the room where your
antique furniture is kept. Too much moisture in the air can also get into the wood, loosening joints or
causing doors to stick. Even  worse, this kind of atmosphere can also encourage insects such as
termites, which can be devastating to beautiful wooden furniture. Luckily, there are obvious
indications of an insect infestation, such as small holes in the wood and tiny pieces of sawdust
where the creature has burrowed its way in. As soon as you see any of these signs, call an expert
pest control company before any more damage can be done.

In the past, experts recommended that antique furniture should be cleaned with oil-based products.
Sadly this has now been proven to actually dry out the wood; unfortunately too late for many people
who unwittingly damaged their own antiques. Instead use a wax-based cleaner which not only gives
a high shine to the wood, but also provides the piece with a protective layer. If any of your antiques
do start to look faded or dull over time, you can always take them to an expert to be repaired or
refinished. This is the kind of project that should only be tackled by someone with experience unless
you want to cause further unnecessary damage.
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